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Translator’s Note

All translators of literary works must choose which of the different meanings and nuances of the original text they will convey and which they will, out of necessity, silence. Translators of the Bible must continually choose not only between denotations and connotations of different Hebrew words but between a translation that conveys a more limited and immediate sense and one that preserves crucial intertextual relationships. I have generally relied on *Tanakh: The Holy Scriptures: The New JPS Translation According to the Traditional Hebrew Text* (1985) for all biblical quotations. The nature of this book, however, which often focuses on analyses of specific Hebrew terms or expressions, required that I sometimes adjust that translation to reflect other meanings present in the Hebrew. These changes were meant not as “corrections” but only to enable English readers to understand the interpretative possibilities of the original Hebrew that are being addressed by the authors.
From Gods to God
The twenty-four books that constitute the Hebrew Bible were written over the course of roughly one thousand years, during which time they gradually reached their final form. The purpose of these books was to teach readers about themselves: who they were, where they came from, what their relations were with other nations. Most importantly, the Hebrew Bible aimed to persuade readers of the existence of one god and of their relationship with that god. The Bible was the manifesto of the revolutionary thinkers who were its writers: it was the manifesto of the monotheistic revolution.

Though the writers of the Bible may have lived hundreds of years apart, they spoke with one another through their writings, each adding his words to the growing canon. Indeed, the Bible is not merely a collection of books but a network of connections in which stories talk to poems and laws to prophecies. Two brief examples illustrate the phenomenon.

The genealogy of David’s ancestry in the book of Ruth (written in about the fifth century BCE) supplies information that was missing from the (earlier) book of Samuel, which, when it introduces the youthful David to us for the first time, relates almost nothing about his ancestry except for the name of David’s father. The writer of Samuel had his reasons for not describing David’s background. For one thing, he wanted David to prove himself as a leader and so to be seen as a self-made king. But the writer of Ruth, who lived a few centuries

---
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after the writer of Samuel, did not share that point of view. For Ruth’s writer it was unthinkable that we would not know the genealogy of such a figure and that David would not be the descendant of illustrious ancestors.

As a second example, a short prophecy in the book of Isaiah about the Days to Come (Isaiah 2:2–5) tells us how, in that wondrous future, “the Law [Torah] will come forth from Zion, the word of the LORD from Jerusalem.” This prophecy actually converses with the Bible’s paramount story about the giving of the Law on Mount Sinai in Exodus 19. That first Law was given only to the Israelites at the base of Mount Sinai when they were alone in the wilderness, in “Splendid Isolation”; on the other hand, in the Days to Come, according to Isaiah, the Law will be given to all the nations, and not on Mount Sinai but on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem. Isaiah’s goal was peace, and he deemed peace to be attainable only if all the nations join together and communicate. Isaiah conveys the importance of communication by shaping his prophecy as a mirror image of the story of the Tower of Babel.

The Tower of Babel was another case where humanity united and sought to ascend (in that case, to ascend to heaven and challenge God). In Babel, however, God puts an abrupt end to the people’s hubris by confusing their languages and scattering them to the ends of the earth. By using these two stories—about the giving of the Law at Sinai and the Tower of Babel—as the building blocks for his prophecy, Isaiah both reveals his disagreement with the ideology of separatism and gives humanity a second chance: again the people will join together, again they will speak and understand one another as they ascend the mountain of God—but this time with humility in order to learn God’s ways and walk in God’s path. This, in the prophet’s view, will bring peace.

This web of connections between different writings is what we call “inner-biblical interpretation.” It happens when one text expands, alludes to, or becomes reflected in another. It is worthwhile to consider this phenomenon that created layers upon layers of interpretation.
within the biblical corpus itself. As these ancient thinkers wrote their texts, whether historical accounts or psalms, legal texts or narratives, they planted them firmly into the already growing canon, incorporating them into already-established contexts or appending them to existing texts, and, by doing so, they introduced new ideas and interpretations. They didn’t erase a text with which they disagreed; instead, through additions both slight and significant, they were able to alter our understanding by interpreting the text and thus influencing our sense of it.

An interesting example of this is found in Genesis 30, which recounts the story of Jacob being swindled by his father-in-law, Laban. Jacob wishes to leave Laban, having served him for twenty years, and the two agree that Jacob will take with him for wages “every speckled and spotted animal, every dark-colored sheep and every spotted and speckled goat.” Before Jacob manages to remove the goats and sheep that are now his, however, Laban hands those animals over to his sons and sends them off on a “three days’ journey.” Wanting to secure his rightful property, Jacob resorts to magic. He peels off the bark from some fresh tree shoots and places them into the herds’ drinking troughs: “[The goats’] mating occurred when they came to drink, and since the goats mated by the shoots, the goats brought forth streaked, speckled, and spotted young” (vv. 38–39). Jacob then positions the mating sheep in front of the streaked or totally dark-colored animals and thereby influences the color of the offspring to his advantage. In such a way, by his own initiative and power—and magic—Jacob manages to produce a flock for himself despite Laban’s trickery.

At least one writer, however, apparently viewed as problematic the idea that Jacob used magic. For him, this notion—that a human could manipulate God’s Creation—was mistaken and intolerable. Disagreeing with the story in Genesis 30 but unable to delete it, this writer managed to modify our understanding of it by describing Jacob in the next chapter as he recounts to Rachel and Leah what transpired: “As you know, I have served your father with all my might; but your father has cheated me, changing my wages time and again. God, however, would
not let him do me harm. If he said thus, ‘The speckled shall be your wages;’ then all the flocks would drop speckled young; and if he said thus, ‘The streaked shall be your wages;’ then all the flocks would [give birth] to streaked young. God has taken away your father’s livestock and given it to me.” Jacob’s version manages to introduce God—who was entirely absent from the account in Genesis 30—into the original story. Jacob, it now seems, knew all along that it was God and not Jacob’s fiddling with sticks that gave him his rightful wage. In this way, the second writer interprets the first story for us and changes our initial reading: it was not human magic but God’s work that secured Jacob’s payment. This is the power of interpretation.

Of course, the phenomenon of interpretation never ceased. New books continued to be written, and even the existing books continued to be changed. (We see evidence of this in the Septuagint—the Greek translation of the Bible that was used by the Jews of Alexandria—where we find not only that the books are ordered differently but that some, like Esther and Daniel, have been significantly expanded, and many new books have been added [e.g., Judith, Maccabees, Ben Sira].) This is because of the significant role that the Bible continued to play in society: in fact, it was precisely this process of interpretation that saved the Bible from becoming obsolete. The exegetical work of explaining and interpreting Scripture is known as “midrash.” It revigorates old texts by breathing new life into them, maintaining their relevance over changing times by generating fresh meanings and ever-pertinent lessons. The exegetical work that so famously blossomed in extra-biblical literature, however, in the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha, Rabbinic literature, medieval commentaries, and so on, is found already within the pages of the Bible, in the careful maneuverings of those ancient writers who, by interpreting already established texts, sought to persuade readers of their views and opinions.

When did interpretation begin? Is the first written expression of a tradition necessarily the beginning of that tradition? Did a tradition come into the world only when it was first scratched onto a stone or tablet or written on a piece of papyrus or skin? The Bible is not like
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a book written by a modern author who sits behind a desk, wrinkles his or her brow, and imaginatively concocts new characters and plots. The writing of the Bible involved the recording of ancient traditions that had been passed orally for generations from teachers to pupils, from the society’s elders to its youngest members—an idea expressed in Exodus 13:8: “And you shall tell your son.” Indeed, this book is our attempt to recover the pre-biblical traditions and to offer a glimpse of the rich lives the traditions lived before they became molded into the written forms that we have inherited.

In fact, we often become aware that the official, written version of a story (i.e., the Bible’s version) was meant to dispute views and opinions that were accepted when the story still made its way orally through the world. By fixing stories in writing, biblical writers aimed to establish what they deemed to be the “correct” tradition, the tradition that was worthy of preservation, and to eliminate traditions and viewpoints that they considered unsuitable or impossible to accept. For various reasons that we will soon discuss, many of these popular traditions were problematic for the biblical writers who censored them—by interpreting them—for their readers.

Uneasiness with the beliefs and worldviews of the ancient traditions tended to surface around a number of themes, four of which will be explored in this book: the world of myth; cult and sacred geography; biblical heroes and their biographies; and relations between men and women.

The World of Myth

Israel’s break with its pagan past was hardly instantaneous and certainly not painless. Many stories carried their mythic foundations within them and spoke about gods and the progeny of gods and semidivine beings; these stories told of these beings’ heroic antics and their involvements with humans. Such stories are familiar to us from Israel’s neighbors, such as Sumer and Babylonia, ancient Egypt, and Canaan. The Bible, as we will see, did its best to resist these polytheistic traditions and to purify the religion of Israel and its Scripture from any and all mythological-pagan elements.
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Cult and Sacred Geography
Cultic elements—customs, objects, and relics—that were legitimate in the context of one culture (e.g., a polytheistic one) naturally provoked anger in a different (monotheistic) culture and period. Moreover, a place that is holy to one population is not necessarily so to another, whose members might question and even challenge its sanctity. Disputes over the legitimacy of cultic sites often assumed a nationalistic dimension when antagonisms between tribes or kingdoms (e.g., the Kingdom of Israel and the Kingdom of Judah) became focused on questions concerning the sanctity and foundation of these sites. In a number of chapters we will see how the Bible sought to establish correct cultic behavior and to mark the sanctity of one or another site, often by fighting beliefs and ideologies that it refused to tolerate.

Biblical Heroes and Their Biographies
Controversies tended to gather around the status of heroes and historical figures who were admired by one or another group. Some heroes were depicted by the oral tradition in ways that were considered incompatible with Israel’s sacred writings. A character, for example, whose mischievous pranks and schemes provided laughter-filled entertainment for a gathering of friends would hardly be appropriate in literature that aimed to refine the characterizations of the central figures in the history of Israel. On the other hand, when that character was a political or national opponent, traditions might be allowed to besmirch a reputation severely. And while oral traditions often reflected unbridled admiration for human heroes, the written Scripture of a monotheistic religion could not tolerate a human whose heroic stature might compete with God’s, perhaps even outshine God. As we will see, the Bible’s war against the threat of personality cults was constant.

Relations between Men and Women
Recording tales in writing necessitated also a change in the depiction of male-female relations. We will observe how writers eliminated
sexual elements from oral traditions as they were incorporated into written Scripture in an attempt to preserve the more lofty tone that such a context required.

The writers of the Bible did not argue openly or directly with these unwanted traditions. Instead, the battle they waged against oral traditions was, for the most part, a covert one fought through interpretation. These writers presented a new or different version of a known story that did not openly oppose the views it disputed but, instead, interpreted them. The polemicist of this sort often finds himself between a rock and a hard place. On the one hand, if he wants his readers (who know the old version) to be willing to accept his rendition, he must reproduce faithfully, as much as possible, the popular tradition. On the other hand, he is committed to his beliefs and ideology, which require him to change the familiar tradition. The art of the biblical story can be found in the delicate balancing act performed by these writers, who tread carefully between the old and the new.

Our enterprise of detecting ancient oral traditions and lifting them from under their written versions is one that we call “literary archaeology.” The archaeologist of this sort retrieves hidden treasures from the literary past. We have established three strategies for recovering these ancient traditions. Each can be used alone, or, as is always preferable, two or more can be used together.

1. Identifying Duplicate Traditions within the Bible

We find many cases where the written tradition (i.e., the Hebrew Bible) includes more than one version of a tradition. A careful comparison of these duplicate versions will often betray a conflict between the more ancient, problematic elements and those that were intended to challenge, obscure, or even replace them. At times we find the older, unwanted version in the Bible’s margins, banished to the textual periphery far from the primary recording of the tradition. Sometimes a tradition’s double is found outside the main body of biblical historiography in some other of the Bible’s literary genres, such as prophecy.
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or psalms. In this way, for example, a polemic that in the biblical narrative was handled covertly may become overt in a prophetic context, an occurrence that certainly facilitates our identifying the polemical elements in the narrative. Another useful source can sometimes be found in parallel traditions that relate the same story about different characters; with both in hand, the older tradition can often be reconstructed.

2. Considering Traditions from the Pagan World

We have an abundance of sources from the ancient Near East, on whose soil Israel’s culture was born, and from the classical world, cultures that were both separated from and connected to Israel by the Mediterranean Sea. Both of these vast reservoirs of traditions—from cultures in which Israel grew and was in contact—can help us identify elements that the biblical writers endeavored to disown.

3. Reading a Story’s Subsequent Renditions in Post-Biblical Literature

A rich literary world was erected on the foundations established by the biblical stories: Jewish-Hellenistic literature, the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha, the writings of the Dead Sea sect, Aramaic Targumim (translations), Rabbinic literature in all its various expressions, ancient liturgical poetry (piyyutim), and even traditions related to the Hebrew Bible that are found in Samaritan writings, the New Testament, and the Qur’an. This enormous corpus preserves more than a few remnants of ancient traditions that the Bible barred from its pages but that continued nonetheless to be told and retold, transmitted orally until much later. When they were no longer deemed threatening to anyone’s beliefs or ideologies, they reemerged and were recorded. Here we notice what distinguishes literary archaeology from its more physical cousin: a “real” archaeologist must dig deeper and deeper through layers of dirt and stone in order to unearth the earliest strata, whereas the literary archaeologist is likely to find ancient elements specifically in the later and younger literary texts.
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Let us present one example of our methods as an appetizer of what is to come. This is a case where we have been able to reconstruct a pre-biblical story that was rejected from the Bible’s central narrative stream. The example we’ve chosen was first studied by Umberto Cassuto, a professor at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Cassuto wanted to show how the Bible’s Creation story (Genesis 1:1–2:3) was an attempt to dispute another account of the Creation that was then prevalent in the ancient Near East: that the world had resulted from a war between gods, a battle fought between the chief god of the pantheon and the god of the sea and his allies, the primeval marine creatures. Cassuto reconstructed the ancient story by using all the methods that we have mentioned: traditions from the ancient Near East (Babylonian and Canaanite), echoes of the rejected tradition that he found inside the Bible, and later retellings of the story from post-biblical literature.

Cassuto showed how the story that welcomes us into the Bible presents a restful, quiet, and orderly Creation in which, with mere utterances, God creates the world in a wondrous progression over the course of seven days. Light/day and darkness/night, heaven and earth, vegetation, heavenly bodies, marine animals and birds, land animals and humans, male and female: God creates one after the other over six days of productivity, which are followed on the seventh with the Creator resting from all that work.

The creation of the animal and plant kingdoms is presented in Genesis using general categories: “seed-bearing plants of every kind, and trees of every kind bearing fruit with the seed in it” (day three); “and all the living creatures of every kind that creep, which the waters brought forth in swarms and all the winged birds of every kind” (day five); “wild beasts of every kind and cattle of every kind, and all kinds of creeping things of the earth” (day six). Amid these general designations of plants and trees, creeping creatures and flying birds, beasts and cattle, one phrase draws our attention. It describes the creation

---

of a specifically named animal type that was created on the fifth day: “God created the great sea dragons” (v. 21).

Cassuto argued that the particular identification of the sea dragons in the context of the Creation was polemical in nature. It was meant, he proposed, to remind the reader that these enormous creatures were created beings like all others: they were not divine, nor were they mythical creatures with powers to challenge God, the Creator. The polemical nature of these few words will become evident when we examine the three groups of sources that we mentioned above. They will help us to reconstruct the very Creation story that the writers of Genesis sought to deny.

The peoples of the ancient Near East—the Babylonians and the inhabitants of the Kingdom of Ugarit (a large Canaanite city in what is today Syria whose rich library of inscribed clay tablets was discovered only during the twentieth century)—knew many stories about the great war between the gods at the world’s beginnings. According to the Babylonian myth Enuma Elish, the god of the heavens, Marduk, waged war against Tiamat, the goddess of the sea, and defeated her. Marduk then created the world from Tiamat’s corpse (notice the word tehom in Genesis 1:2, “with darkness over the surface of the deep [tehom],” suggesting that this mythic figure left her mark here as a physical term). According to an Ugaritic myth (which will now occupy most of our attention), Baal, the god of the heavens and the head of the pantheon, battled Mot, the god of the netherworld. Mot’s allies included the “prince of the sea” along with Leviathan the Twisting Serpent, Leviathan the Elusive Serpent, and the sea dragon (or dragons). The people of Ugarit told how the seas challenged Baal at the earth’s beginnings: how the sea and the rivers, along with their allies, the great sea creatures, aspired to conquer the world and how they rose up. Baal appeared against them in a great tempest, amidst lightning and thunder, and loudly denounced them; he launched an attack against the rebellion and won. The disgraced oceans were quieted and found themselves confined by shores, while the creatures that had joined the insurrection were either trapped or killed by Baal.
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No trace of this story is evident in the first chapter of Genesis (except for the brief mention of the sea dragons). But it seems certain that the people of Israel told a similar story about their own god—we find no reason to believe that the ancient Israelites were not like the other nations in whose midst they lived—and we find allusions to it in many of the Bible's other books. This is because traditions that the Pentateuch tried to suppress did not disappear entirely from Israel but found their way into writing, probably when the ancient myth no longer posed a threat to the burgeoning monotheistic religion. We'll illustrate this with a few of the many possible examples.

A war that God waged against a multitude of challengers—the deep, the sea, Rahab the sea monster, the rivers, Leviathan the Twisting Serpent, Leviathan the Elusive Serpent, and the sea dragons—is referred to in the psalms, the prophecies, and other writings. We find, for example, in Isaiah 51:9–10: "Awake, awake, clothe yourself with splendor. O arm of the Lord! Awake as in days of old, as in former ages! It was you that hacked Rahab into pieces, that pierced the Dragon. It was you that dried up the waters of the great deep [tehom]." The prophet pleads with God to repeat the great wonders of the past—God’s killing of Rahab and the sea dragon, God’s defeat of the sea and of the “great abyss”—in the prophet’s own day, the period of the return to Zion from Babylonian exile. The same can be seen in the psalmist’s words: “You rule the swelling of the sea; when its waves surge, You still them. You crushed Rahab; he was like a corpse; with Your powerful arm You scattered Your enemies. The heaven is Yours, the earth too; the world and all it holds, You established them” (89:10–12). So, too, in the words of the prophet Nahum: “He travels in whirlwind and storm, and clouds are the dust on His feet. He rebukes the sea and dries it up, and He makes all rivers fail” (1:3–4). Again, the psalmist:

Smoke went up from His nostrils, from His mouth came devouring fire; live coals blazed forth from Him. He bent the sky and came down, thick cloud beneath His feet. . . . Then the Lord thundered from heaven, the Most High gave forth His voice, hail
and fiery coals. He let fly His shafts and scattered them; He dis-
charged lightning and routed them. The ocean bed was exposed;
the foundations of the world were laid bare by Your mighty roar-
ing, O LORD, at the blast of the breath of Your nostrils. (Psalm
18:9–16)

These are but a few of the biblical verses that describe the great battle
at the beginning.

A number of verses speak about the sea dragons that participated
in this war and that were defeated by God, such as these words in Job
7:12, where Job bewails his fate: “Am I the sea or the Dragon, that You
have set a watch over me?” In Isaiah’s vision of the future we hear a
request to repeat the events of the past: “In that day the LORD will
punish, with His great, cruel, mighty sword, Leviathan the Elusive
Serpent, Leviathan the Twisting Serpent; He will slay the Dragon of
the sea” (27:1). We find the sea dragons also in a poet’s praise of God’s
actions in Psalm 74: “It was You who drove back the sea with Your
might, who smashed the heads of the dragons in the waters; it was
You who crushed the heads of Leviathan, who left him as food for the
denizens of the desert” (vv. 13–14).

The pre-biblical sources from Ugarit that we mentioned above, along
with the biblical texts that we have just cited, provide more than suffi-
cient evidence to argue that the verse “God created the great sea drag-
ons” was not a trivial detail but a sharp riposte aimed at overthrowing,
in one swift parry, an entire complex of mythological beliefs. Still fur-
ther evidence can be culled from post-biblical sources where, though
some traditions were created in order to interpret these same verses,
others clearly preserve pre-biblical traditions.

An example of this can be found in the apocryphal Prayer of
Manasseh, whose writer turns to God with the epithetical, “You who
made heaven and earth with all their order; who shackled the sea by
your word of command, who confined the deep and sealed it with your
terrible and glorious name” (vv. 2–3). The writer of the book of Rev-
elation, in the New Testament, used the ancient tradition in order to
describe the future Apocalypse. He tells of an angel descending from heaven who “seized the dragon, that ancient serpent . . . and threw him into the deep and sealed it over him” (20:2–3).

Numerous indeed are the sources in Rabbinic literature that tell of the sea’s rebellion or of the uprising of the “prince of the sea” and of the war between God and the rebellious forces that brought their defeat at the creation of the world. We bring here but a few examples.

At the time when the Holy One, blessed be He, desired to create the world, he said to the angel of the sea, “Open thy mouth and swallow all the waters of the world [in order to reveal the dry land].” He said to him, “Lord of the Universe, it is enough that I remain with my own.” Thereupon He struck him with His foot and killed him, for it is written, “By His power He stilled the sea; by His skill He struck down Rahab” (Job 26:12). (B. Bava Batra 74b)

The Holy One blessed be He, said, “The dry land appear.” The waters said, “Behold, we fill the entire world, and until now we’ve been constrained: where will we go now?” The One Whose Name is blessed trampled on the ocean and killed it. . . . When the rest of the waters saw how He had trampled the ocean, to the sound of [the ocean’s] screams, . . . [they] fled. As it is said, “They fled at Your blast” (Psalm 104:7). And they didn’t know to where they were fleeing. . . . He struck them and said to them, “I told you to go to the place of the Leviathan. . . . ‘You set bounds they must not pass’ (v. 9).” (Exodus Rabbah 15:22)

When the Holy One blessed be He created the sea, it went on expanding, until the Holy One blessed be He rebuked it and caused it to dry up, for it is said, “He rebukes the sea and dries it up” (Nahum 1:4). (B. Hagigah 12a)

Rabbinic literature also contains references to the war that God fought against the sea dragons. Rabbi Yohanan explicitly identifies
the Creation story’s “great sea dragons” as “Leviathan the Twisting Serpent” and “Leviathan the Elusive Serpent” (B. Bava Batra 74b).

The Talmud goes on to relate, in the name of Rab, that God “castrated the male” sea dragon and “killed the female” in order to prevent their mating with one another and destroying the world with the force of their sexual act. In the future, according to the apocalyptic description of the End of Days, when there will be a sort of return to the beginning of history, a number of years are set aside for “the wars of the sea dragons” and others for “the war of Gog and Magog, and the remaining [period] will be the Messianic era” (B. Sanhedrin 97b).

The identification of the sea dragons with the Leviathan, another great sea creature, resulted in a whole group of traditions about God’s victory over that threatening creature, with which God “plays” (see Psalm 104:26; Job 40:29) or which God kills, using the meat to feed the righteous in the future (e.g., B. Bava Batra 85a; Aramaic Targum to Psalm 104:26).

Cassuto’s work demonstrates how the verse in Genesis that states “God created the great sea dragons” represented but the tip of an iceberg that tried to hide an entire bustling world of other, competing traditions. Explicit references to these can be found in pre-biblical literature, in the Bible itself, and in post-biblical literature. Revealing these traditions restores the full and powerful significance to the short phrase in Genesis.

Now that we’ve exemplified our methods and reconstructed an ancient tradition, we should probably emphasize that the act of revealing ancient traditions has nothing whatsoever to do with recovering historical facts. This rule will be confirmed in every chapter of this book. Uncovering historical and biographical facts about figures from the past is not within our powers, nor are we interested in reconstructing them. By recovering traditions that relate to such personalities and events, however, we are able to contribute to the understanding of the history of ideas and the history of culture. It is unimportant, in our opinions, whether or not (for example) the Exodus from Egypt, as described in the Bible, actually took place. It is enough that, as Jews
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read every year in the Passover haggadah, “every generation must see itself as though it went forth from Egypt.” The Exodus is charged with ideological and symbolic meaning for the Jewish people and for the people of the Western world generally, even while that meaning may change and assume directions that were unimagined by the ancients. Our inquiry is not into what actually occurred. Rather, our interests lie in knowing what people told about the history of their world, their people, and their heroes. All that we have done is to search for those traditions that were excluded from the Bible or that were reported only faintly. In this volume we examine thirty biblical stories and try to reveal the more ancient traditions hidden behind them using the tools we have mentioned: inner-biblical parallels and allusions, traditions collected from cultures that surrounded the society that produced the Bible, and later retellings of stories from post-biblical literature in all its various expressions. (We should note that, with regard to Rabbinic literature, we usually bring only the most complete version of a tradition without referencing all of its many parallels.) We are not certain that we succeeded in uncovering the hidden tradition in every case. But even if occasionally we have made mistakes or have fallen short of our goal, we are nonetheless confident in the correctness of our methodology and certain that it is in the power of the literary archaeologist to recover intriguing chapters in the cultural-literary heritage of the people of Israel.

It is our hope that this book will enable readers to peer between the lines of the Hebrew Bible and discover a bit of the great wealth of traditions that preceded the present shape of Scripture. We have wanted to offer a bit of the tremendous intellectual satisfaction that our research has given us along with the thrill of peeking “behind the curtain” at ancient culture. From here on, we hope, readers’ appreciation of the Bible—even of the many stories that we have not dealt with—will be less naive and all the more profound.